
Copyright 101
For School Librarians



Fair Use is not
Unlimited Use
In schools at all levels of education misconceptions by

educators exist surrounding The Fair Use Doctrine,  This is not a

blanket all is free, but an umbrella of questions to guide use in

educational settings. 



How does this use effect the

market and value of the

copyrighted work?

What is the nature of the

copyrighted work?

What is the purpose and character of

the use, including if it's use is of a

commercial nature or is for

nonprofit educational purpose.s?

How much are you using in

relation to the work as a whole?

Umbrella  Questions



Common Questions School
Librarians Recieve

We can't afford to buy a
copy for every student,

can I photocopy the
book?

The movie that I want to
show to my class is on
my personal streaming
service account, can I

show it in class?

Our PTO wants to do a
movie night fundraiser,
can we show a movie we

have a personal copy
of?



Resources for
 School Librarians &

Teachers
Fair Use Evaluator Tool : put in the

information about your project and

the tool will help you decide if it

falls under Fair Use. 

ALA Copyright For Libraries
Resource Guide: A collection of

information regarding copyright

laws. 

Knowledge Quest Journal:
Copyright and Librarians in the

Digital Age

U.S. Copyright Office: Get up to

date information on new copyright

regulations and issues.

https://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/index.php
https://libguides.ala.org/copyright
https://www.copyright.gov/newsnet/
https://knowledgequest.aasl.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/KQ-NovDec16-WEB_TAGGED.pdf


What's Next?
How will AI effect copyright in schools?

Copyright Office Initiative: examining scope of
copyrigh in works generated by AI and the

use of copyrighted material in training.



Questions?
G e t  i n  T o u c h !  

E l i z a b e t h . L i b b e r t o n @ d 3 0 3 . o r g
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What is an
Exemption?



The Teach Act… in 1 minute



17 U.S.C. § Section 110(1) - Classroom Setting

[The Teach Act Section 110(1)] allows for teaching
performances and displays of protected works in a
face-to-face classroom setting or similar place used for
instruction of a nonprofit educational institutions. 

[Examples are:] the showing of a film, playing music,
performing a play, or projecting images, and other
types of performances and displays of copyrighted
works in classroom, as long as the work was lawfully
acquired.

Teach Act Basics
https://guides.library.ucmo.edu/c.php?

g=704528&p=5002371 

https://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#110
https://guides.library.ucmo.edu/c.php?g=704528&p=5002371


Teach Act
Checklist

https://guides.library.ucmo.edu/c.php?
g=704528&p=5002371 

https://guides.library.ucmo.edu/c.php?g=704528&p=5002371


Fair use (Section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act) is an exemption in
copyright law that allows people to use works protected by copyright in
a limited way and for certain purposes without the copyright owner’s
permission. 
If you want to use copyrighted material, you should consider whether
the use is fair by considering the four fair use factors. This is called a
“fair use analysis.” 
All four factors must be considered, but there is no magic formula as to
which factor carries the most weight because the factors are
intentionally broad. Doing the analysis may lower the risks associated
with copyrighted infringement, but ultimately, only a court can decide if
a use is fair. 
In many instances, it can be important to conduct a fair use analysis
before using a work that is under copyright. If the owner of a work sues
you for copyright infringement, the fact that you conducted a
reasonable fair use analysis could help show that you were not a
“willful” infringer.

Fair Use Basics
https://www.library.ucsb.edu/copyright-fair-use-basics 

https://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#107
https://www.library.ucsb.edu/copyright-fair-use-basics


Fair Use Basics
https://www.library.ucsb.edu/copyright-fair-use-basics 

The purpose and character of the
use
The nature of the copyrighted work
The amount and substantiality of the
portion taken
The effect of the use on the potential
market for or the value of the
copyrighted work

Refresher: The Four Fair Use Factors
1.

2.
3.

4.

https://www.library.ucsb.edu/copyright-fair-use-basics


Fair Use
checklist

https://www.library.ucsb.edu/sites/default/files/atta
chments/services/course-reserves/limitations-

copyright-
considerations/SCom_fairUseChecklist_final.pdf

https://www.library.ucsb.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/services/course-reserves/limitations-copyright-considerations/SCom_fairUseChecklist_final.pdf


Fun Fair Use
Quiz

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16O
1DU4WAjhWo60XiAXEEZNNOSdpcA7

GbSgXcUoRmrRU/prefill 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16O1DU4WAjhWo60XiAXEEZNNOSdpcA7GbSgXcUoRmrRU/prefill


K-12 Lesson
Plan

Instructions 

1. Partner A: Draw any object (2 minutes)

2. Partner A: Sign your name on your drawing

3. Partner A: Hand your drawing to your neighbor

4. Partner B: Change the drawing (1.5 minutes)  

5. Partner B: Cross out Partner A's name

6. Partner B: Write your name instead

7. Hand your drawing back to the original artist



Discussion
Whose drawing is it now, and why? 
Is it Fair Use?
Explain why or why not using the Four Factors.



Questions? Get in touch! kyra.folk-farber@csuci.edu



Copyright Best Practices &

Resources
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Creative Commons License 
      Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International 

to copy, distribute, and display this presentation in any medium or format, and/or 
to remix, transform, and build upon the material 

Attribution. You must give the original authors credit.  You must also link to the license and indicate if
changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the
licensor endorses you or your use.
Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.  
Share Alike. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only
under a license identical to this one.  
See http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/ for full license. 

You are free: 

Under the following conditions: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Overview

Copyright best practices
Copyright information, resources, libguides
OER and other open access resources and tools
Finding and using images
Finding images with Creative Commons licenses
Creative commons wrap-up
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Copyright Best Practices

Use Fair Use when using portions of copyright protected materials –
conduct a fair use assessment when using these materials
Use your own original works (make sure you own copyright)
Take data and create your own visualizations (charts, graphs)
Use works in the Public Domain
Use works with Creative Commons licenses
Use open access (OA) articles and other open educational resources
(OER)
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Copyright Information: Core Resources

Complete copyright for K-12 librarians and educators / Carrie
Russell
Copyright for schools: a practical guide (6ᵗʰ edition) / Carol
Simpson
U.S. Copyright Office guide on common copyright issues for
librarians (section on classrooms & school libraries from
Library of Congress research guide) 
   https://guides.loc.gov/copyright-for-librarians/school
 
    
 

https://guides.loc.gov/copyright-for-librarians/school
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Copyright Libguides

Copyright Resources for K-12 Schools: Books and Videos
https://guides.wpunj.edu/c.php?g=364793&p=2464639
Using copyrighted work in the classroom (there are some
good fair use scenarios here)
https://libguides.csusm.edu/copyright/classroom
Copyright in the K-12 Classroom
https://libguides.utsa.edu/c.php?g=543743&p=3786145
 
 
 
 

https://guides.wpunj.edu/c.php?g=364793&p=2464639
https://libguides.csusm.edu/copyright/classroom
https://libguides.utsa.edu/c.php?g=543743&p=3786145
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Open Educational Resources (OER)
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OER Commons

Good source of open textbooks
Explore Hubs, Groups, and Collections 
Filter to age group (elementary, middle school, high school)
Hubs to explore:  

School Librarians Advancing STEM Learning 
K12 Teaching and Learning 
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More OER Resources

Education resources from the Library of Congress 

Using Public Domain materials in the classroom (NYPL) 

PBS Learning Media (curated videos, lessons, etc.)

Khan Academy (free lessons from K-12 and beyond) 

https://www.loc.gov/education/ 

https://www.nypl.org/blog/2016/01/20/public-domain-in-the-classroom 

     https://ca.pbslearningmedia.org/

     https://www.khanacademy.org/
 
 
 
 

https://www.loc.gov/education/
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2016/01/20/public-domain-in-the-classroom
https://ca.pbslearningmedia.org/
https://www.khanacademy.org/
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Open Access Journals & OA articles

Sources of articles on early childhood education, learning, information literacy 

Directory of open access journals (DOAJ)

CORE 

Digital Commons Network (limit by discipline ~ early childhood
education; limit by keyword ~ children, preschool) 

     https://doaj.org/

     https://core.ac.uk/

     https://network.bepress.com/
 
 
 
 
 

https://doaj.org/
https://core.ac.uk/
https://network.bepress.com/
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Web browser plug-ins and other tools

Unpaywall - browser extension for Chrome & Firefox
Open Access Button (OA Works) - helps find a specific article
EndNote click (formerly Kopernio) – quick PDF access;
searches both enterprise articles and OA
CORE discovery – searches for OA articles; suggests similar
articles if no OA copy found
Open Access helper for iOS – search for OA articles on iPad,
iPhone, or iPod touch (download from Apple Store)
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Finding and Using Images

Why are images tricky when it comes to copyright?

More creative, and you are more likely to want to use the entire
image – easier to fail a fair use test
Use your own created images – get artistic!
Use images with Creative Commons (CC) licenses
Use images from the Public Domain or from government webs
Finding and Using Images https://guides.ucsf.edu/images
Stock image resources from Multnomah Education Service
District https://www.multnomahesd.org/stock-images.html
 
 
 

https://guides.ucsf.edu/images
https://www.multnomahesd.org/stock-images.html
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Finding Images with CC Licenses

Search CC Flikr page https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/
Search google images and limit to CC licenses

Go to google images and search for image
From results page, click on TOOLS  button (top row)
Then click USAGE RIGHTS from the drop-down menu and select
Creative Commons licenses
When you find an image you like, click to see the terms of the license so
you know terms of use
If searching for another image, you must select TOOLS (etc.) again!
 
 
 
 

https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/
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Google image search
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Creative Commons

Share your own works using Creative Commons license
Find other shareable works with Creative Commons licenses 
Creative Commons in K-12 Education (from Edutopia) - good
explanation of CC for librarians & teachers
https://www.edutopia.org/creative-commons-k-12-education 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.edutopia.org/creative-commons-k-12-education
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Thank You!
peggy.tahir@ucsf.edu – University of California, San Francisco

mailto:peggy.tahir@ucsf.edu

